
Spyder  Displays
Exhibition Displays and Services
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 Velcro 
ra c ane s

ost effe ti e Sol tion
A lightweight and adaptable textile 
solution to suit all wall si es. Able 
to be folded up to fit in your travel 
luggage, D Exhibition panels can 
help your business stand out at any 
event. inished with elcro or 
hanging rails, the finished panels 
are a cost effective solution for 
your next exhibition. Available in 
standard or custom si ed to your 
specifications.

t o
Modular s ays 
mpressi e mp t

Our modular ight ox Displays 
can be made to any height or width 
and create an immediate impact at 
your event. The frames are made 
from quality aluminum products 
and ED lighting, and finished with 
our Australian printed ight ox 
textiles up to . m wide. 
Our design team will work with you 
to design a ight ox solution to 
suit any booth si e, and integrate 
many extra components including 
T s, shelving, flooring and 
counters.

mart rame
o u ar s ays

Endless Solutions
Our Australian designed and 
manufactured Smart rame 
modular system is adaptable to all 
your events. 
Designed to be interchangeable 
and easy to setup, it can look like a 
high end exhibition stand without 
the huge costs. 
There are endless configurations 
allowing you to personalise your 
display and promote your business 
from every angle with innovative 
and bold designs. 

for all your events.

orta e
s ay a s

i t ei t nd r le
The most popular booth option for 
a mx m or mx m exhibition or 
trade show spaces. 
We have several styles of pop up 
walls available including our 
E y rame series, Elite Pop p Stand 
and our SuperTex Pop p. The key 
benefits are durability, ease of 
setup, transport weight and quality 
of graphics.
A range of accessories complement 
including shelving, T  brackets, 
counters and lighting. 

ustom es n 
t tan s

Freedom of Style & 
Expression
Our Custom Exhibition Stands are a 
bespoke solution designed 
to impress your audience with a 
sophisticated design, quality 
finishings and interactive features. 
They are completely designed and  
manufactured based on your specific 
show objectives and may include 
elements like towers, lighting, 
meeting areas, conference spaces 
and product display stations. 

 

Exhibition  Experience
ot sure where to start with your stand

We can help from specs and design, all 
the way to setup and transport.
We will make sure it is customised to 
your needs.
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Light Box Modular Display
Bring your Exhibition or Showroom to life with our Light Box 
Modular Display. The brightly illuminated printed Light Box textile  
creates an impressive impact at your next event. 

Our team can design the perfect Light Box setup with 
endless configurations including display walls, hanging banners and 
impressive archways. 

Our Light Box modules can be integrated into our Custom Designed 
Exhibitions Stands and Smart Frame Module System.

The configurations are designed, manufactured and printed in Australia 
to give you confidence of a system built for local conditions.

• High quality energy efficient LED lighting to create the most effective
finish

• Available in endless configurations to suit even the most creative of
requirements, at only a fraction of the cost of larger display stands.

• Our high-quality fabric printing is tensioned across your frames with a
durable crease-free polyester material that allows for larger spans than
traditional rigid board panels.

• Designed, manufactured and printed in Australia to the highest
standards
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An Impressive Lightshow



Smart Frame Modular Display
Our Australian designed and manufactured Smart Frame Modular 
System is adaptable to all your events with endless expo booth  
configurations available. 

With standard frames ranging from heights of 1.4m to 3.0m high, and 
widths of 650mm to 6.0m wide, and custom frames made to your 
specifications, there is a solution for any setup.  

Enhance your setup with our quality flooring system, our newly designed 
Smart Frame Timber Counters, or integrate one of our Light Box modules 
and TV solutions.

The configurations are designed, manufactured and printed in Australia 
to give you confidence of a system built for local conditions.

• Easy to assemble and can be set-up by our customers, or by our
qualified installers, anywhere in Australia.

• Available in endless configurations to suit even the most creative of
requirements, at only a fraction of the cost of larger display stands.

• Our high-quality fabric printing is tensioned across your frames with a
durable crease-free polyester material that allows for larger spans than
traditional rigid board panels.

• Our Smart Frame Tension Fabric System is an Australian-designed,
manufactured and printed product.
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Endless Configurations



Custom Design Exhibit Stands
Our ‘Custom Exhibition Stands’ are a bespoke solution designed 
to impress your audience with a sophisticated design, quality 
finishings and interactive features. 

We offer a full service exhibition service including concept design, 
manufacturing and printing, installation, logistics and storage, covering 
any part of Australia.

Designed to meet your event goals and brand guidelines, the endless 
configurations are only limited by your imagination. We offer quality timber 
flooring, Light Box features, engaging lighting and a range of counter 
options to compliment your exhibition requirements.

The configurations are designed, manufactured and printed in Australia 
to give you confidence of a system built for local conditions.

• Available as supply only or full service custom solution

• Custom designed to your specifications and goals

• Solutions for hire or to purchase outright

• High end materials create long lasting impressions with your customers

• Range of additional options including LCD screens, shelving, counters,
and lighting

• Majority of components are recyclable

• Spyder Displays handle the logistics installation and manufacture of your
display throughout Australia
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Design - Build - Deliver



About Us
Since 1987, Spyder Displays have built a reputation around 
personalised customer service, innovative creativity, 
excellence in quality, managing time and value for money! 

Customer Services
We pride ourselves on close personal service with all our customers, be 
they large corporate organisations or small business. Our customers are 
the key to our mutual success; we never lose sight of this fact! We will work 
closely to come up with the best solution to suit all requirements. 

Creativity 
At Spyder Displays we offer innovative display solutions to maximise your 
products’ visual cut through. We have a large number of portable display 
solutions for your particular needs, plus we can design customised 
solutions to optimise any presentation. Our designs are specifically 
manufactured with ease of installation and dismantle as a major design 
feature, thus maximising efficiency and usage.  

Quality 
Whether it’s our display system or our accompanying high quality digital 
prints – our quality is second to none! All Spyder display systems are 
engineered to the highest industry specifications and manufactured to 
rigorous quality standards. It is our absolute confidence in all our 
materials and workmanship that enables us to provide our unique no 
nonsense guarantee. 

Time 
We understand that timing is everything. We work to your timelines and 
closely manage our client’s expectations in terms of delivery to deadline. 
Each stage of the production process is mapped out and scheduled for our 
clients’ sign off to ensure we meet deadlines every time. 

Price 
We operate in the competitive market where value for money is an 
imperative requirement for our clients. We deliver a product that will 
measurably and effectively demonstrate a return on investment. 
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A team you can trust
With more than 250 years of combined printing and exhibition experience, the Spyder team will 
supercharge your next project.

Lee de Rooy
VIC Account Manager

Lee brings great technical 
advice to the table, offers great 
product knowledge and is very 
approachable.

Lisa Riordan
NSW/ACT Account 
Manager

Lisa is a creative and 
hardworking person who 
enjoys connecting with people 
to create a solution that works 
for them

Lee O’Brien
QLD Account Manager

Lee is highly competent at 
identifying needs and finding 
solutions to match, while 
also establishing long term 
relationships.
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